Warlords and Democratization
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But what tends to get overlooked in all this is the role of strongmen – often referred to as
warlords – in the democratization of the state.THE PARADOX OF “WARLORD”
DEMOCRACY: A Theoretical Investigation. By. LEONARD WANTCHEKON1. New York
University. September 25, As political scientist Charles Tilly reminded us years ago, the
crafting of democracy is a messy process than can involve unsavory characters.Post-Conflict
Democratization: Warlord-Democracy Nexus in Afghanistan by. Sohrab Rahmaty. A Thesis.
Presented to. The University of Guelph. In partial.Afghanistan has been ruled by warlords
since the era of Taliban rule, and to an extent In order for democracy to take hold in
Afghanistan, the fruits of warlord.Request Article PDF The Paradox of “Warlord”
Democracy: A Theoretical Investigation Citations: Political theorists from Machiavelli to
Huntington have.In other words, warlords politics quite often produce democracy. That
democracy often arises from civil wars indicates the existence of a gap between
normative.Democratization strategies in these countries have been complicated by the of
strongly armed factions and politically charged leaders known as "warlords.Democratization
after war has been identified as a crucial mechanism to build peace in war-ridden societies, by
resolving conflict through ballots rather than.These events were to be indicators of success of
the democratization of The result was the creation of a legitimate and dysfunctional warlord
democracy. Experts caution against introducing democracy too soon in state that has like
warlords, for they can use their weapons to confront opponents.war dynamics and processes of
democratization that the idea for analyzing warlord democrats as electoral navigators
developed. For this.Spotlight on democracy. Democracy means government by the people, but
how is the will of the people realised? Can warlords bring in democracy?.Wantchekon and
Jensen () argue that warlords will turn to democracy to extricate themselves from costly civil
wars when neither side is able to win.Moreover, while promoting democratization, Western
governments simultaneously created a Warlords and the liberal peace: state-building in
Afghanistan.More on: Democratization · Afghanistan. Non-Pashtun tribes and warlords
dominating northeastern and western regions of the country are even more of a wild.Title,
Post-Conflict Democratization: Warlord-Democracy Nexus in Afghanistan. URL,
aceacademysports.comThe democracy and state-building model imposed on Afghanistan was
discredited warlords who were greatly reviled by most Afghans and.
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